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Aims

What is leadership development?

Why leadership development fails?

How to create high impact leadership development?



What is leadership development?

SKILLS BEHAVIOURS ACTION



What percentage of people make a sustained change in their behaviour 
after an average learning intervention?

5-10% 20-30%

A B C

Question

10-20%



Unrealised value Return

Cost

>20% don’t 
use it

>20% use itGive it a try but return to what they were doing
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Ebbinghaus 1885: Memory a contribution to experimental psychology



Viewed as an event not a process

Knowledge v’s performance 

Failure to align to the business goals

One size fits all

Why leadership 
development fails?



Key reason for leadership development?

1.Increasing knowledge
2.Staff retention and engagement
3.Providing a return on investment

4.Meeting the strategic needs of the business and achieving 
business outcomes





Learning event

Analysis Application

60 %20 % 20 %



Learning 

process
Analysis Application

20 %40 % 40 %



Traditional leadership development High impact leadership development

Knowledge

Performance Knowledge

Performance

Classroom events, quizzes, workshops -

exercises to refine knowledge
On the job practice, tools to enhance 

application and ongoing feedback.





Learning 

intervention

S/B

S/B

S/B

Brinkerhoff 2002

Skills / Behaviour outcomes

Individual or team job

Results
Goal



Define Design Implement Evaluate

What’s the solution?



Define.

Business outcomes, 

ambitions and 

priorities

Leadership needs 

analysis

Leadership 

assessment



Business 

linkage

Performance 

outcomes
Critical tasks

Learning 

outcomes

The Strategic Rationale of the programme – THE WHY

The operational process of the programme – THE HOW

Design



What’s in it for 
me?

Line report 
engagement

Practice and 
feedback

Expectations 
and 

accountability

Clear link to 
business goals

5 core principles 

when designing for 
impact



Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4 

Formal, in person 
training classes 
primary method. 

Combined online and in 

person formal leadership 

programs.

Networking and coaching 

integrated in experiential and 

formal leadership programs.

Exposure to networks, colleague and 

peer feedback, performance support 

and many other experiential and formal 

learning methods.
Implement



Who used the training, how, when and where?

When was the training used and what good did it do?

When it was not used – why not?

When it worked why? Who did what?

What needs to be done to get improved results?

Evaluate



Event is the hero Journey is the hero

Knowledge is king Performance is king

One size fits all Mass customisation

L&D focused Business outcome focus

Traditional view New world

Summary



Let’s talk 

Bring us your leadership development challenges.

Let’s create high impact solutions to tackle them, together.

01277 575 604 contact@blackmorefour.co.uk www.blackmorefour.co.uk

mailto:contact@blackmorefour.co.uk


Webinar- Developing effective leaders

Viewed as an event not a 

process

Knowledge v’s performance 

Failure to align to the 

business goals

Let’s talk Who used the training, how, when and where?

When was the training used and what good did it do?

When it was not used – why not?

When it worked why? Who did what?

Why leadership development fails?

1. Failure to align to business goals

2. Emphasis placed on a training event and not a process

3. Efforts focus on knowledge gain not performance application

4. One size fits all approach over customisation

Questions to evaluate your leadership development

Four principles of great leadership development

Define – Business priorities, ambition. analyse leadership 

needs and assess the current capabilities.

Design – Learning journey must maximise the chance to 

apply, practice and get feedback.

Implement – Use a variety of methods (online, self paced, 

experiential, networking)

Evaluate – How best to understand the intervention has had 

the desired impact on business outcomes? 

Do your leaders have the capability to deliver your 

business strategy?

Contact - matt.lovell@blackmorefour.co.uk

mailto:matt.lovell@blackmorefour.co.uk


Principles of business impact

• Improving human performance is a process not an event.

• Management engagement

• Clear link to business goals

• Accountability and responsibility

• What’s in it for me. Value proposition – PPP – Getting commitment

• Learning needs to be done iteratively and we need to allow people to practice and give feedback.

• New learning is fragile, applying the training needs to be done in a safe environment where 
mistakes can be made without 

• Cannot improve human performance through passive presentations it needs to happen through 
active assignments. Design engaging assignments that can be completed on the job

• Performance doesn’t happen in isolation, it needs to be cultivated in a social context through 
relationships with significant people. Particulary with line manager

• Performance improvement needs to be created through a customised path



Summary



Tools – identify the value proposition

• Performance program plan

• Job aides

• Obstacle surveys

• Process analysis

• Job models




